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Time-optimal control policies for cascaded production-inventory 
systems with control and state constraintst 
.J. WARSCHATt and H. J. WUNDERLICH§ 
(n this paper time·optimal control policies are derived for models of production-
m ... t>ntory sylitefTUI consisting of a eaecade of basic production- inventory ayat.eTllll with 
control and alale constraints. The analytic solution i8 due to .. decoupling of the 
complete 8Yllltem into its subsY8tems by • recursive definition of the ea&eaded system. 
It ill shown that tht' M is at leut one bang-bang controlled subsystem. For the 
. ot ht>r' 8ub8ystema Ringular control policies are obtained. Introducing a pseudo· 
hftnp: . lJang control for thPI:IC systema it is demonetrated that by strengthening the 
f"onlltnt.inta I hr re is a ('untinuoua transition from. singular to • bang-bang control. 
I. Introduction 
In a recent paper (Bradshaw and Erol 1980) sub·optimal control policies 
were deri\"ed for a elass of linear time·in),·ariant models of production-inventory 
systems consisting of a cascade of m basic production-inventory systems with 
bounded inputs. The ('ontrol policies were obtained by the transformation of 
the continuous-time model into a discrete·time model and a subsequent 
application of a dead-beat control policy. 
In this paper it is shown that the control policies can be derived by an 
analytic solution defining the cascaded system in a recursive manner. Often it 
is necessary to impose constraints on the state variables too. Concerning the 
production- inventory systems this case could arise if the inventories must be 
regarded with natural limits or if an overtension of the system must be avoided 
which leads to a restriction of the production rate. In this paper we consider 
the latter case. 
The state constrained system is treated by the application of the theory 
developed by Jacobson et al. (1971), Hamilton (1972) and Maurer (1977). The 
theory is illustrated by the presentation of the state and control variables of 
two production- inventory system:s in cascade. 
Z. Systems with linear control. Necessary conditions 
Before treating the cascaded production-inventory system .. short 
presentation of necessary conditions is given concerning state constrained 
systems. The state of the problem and the necessary conditions follow Maurer 
(1977). Thereby a modifcation is introduced by formulating the minimum 
principle for multiple input and multiple state constraint. Moreover, as will be 
clear in the sequel. only scalar input and scalar constraint will be necessary due to 
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514 ./ . Jrn,.-rhnt rwd 1f . .I . II"II1ld",/ich 
thr de('oupling of th(' ~y~h'm into it~ sllb~ysh' tn" . :-':0 .\luurt'r'" tht'ory hold" 
for tht> follo\\"in)! prohlt'llI : c1r h'rmillP 11 pir(,l'wis(' ("(Jlltilluuu~ ('ontrul 
u(/), tEIO, 1\. whi('h millirnizrs th(" fundionnl 
.ubje~t to 
./(11) := F(.r(I)) 
.i(I) = /(.r(I). 11(1)) : -/,(,,'(1)) + /,( ... (1 )) ,,(1) 
r(n) = r.. (I(r( I)) = n 
.. (1)<" : ={"I{J;>"J~~J' j= I . ... . m}c R .. 
S,(r(I)) ~ 0 , i = I .... . h 
( 1 ) 
( ~) 
(:! ) 
(4 ) 
(Ii ) 
with the state \'c('tor .r(t)ERA . the control \'c('tor u(l}eR"', the functions 
F : R"-R, Q : A"_Rk, 1: ~ II , II : RrI_RrI , 12 : R"_R"'IU unci S : R"_RIt , 
h ~ TIl , which are assumed to b(" suffi('j('ntly IIll1lly tinH.'s ('ontilluously differen· 
tiable. 
Definition 
The inwrval 
1 := (I, . I,IC(O. I J (6) 
is called the boundary arc and tl and tl are called entry- and exit-time, 
respectively, of the trajectory x(t) concerning Ri o if there exists a value t: > () 
with 8,(x(I))"0 for , , -<:::;, < , , and for 1, < 1 :;; 1,+< and S,(r(I)) - O for lE I . 
I is called interior arc if I is disjoint with an." boundar~' arc. 
Delinititm 
For each component S,(r) of the constraint S(.r). i = I . ... . h. let the ordor 
p, be the smallest integer. such that the p,th time deri .. ath·e of S(x(I)) rontains 
.. (IJ explicitly. 
For each optimal solution .r(I) ... (I) of the problem (I) to (5) there exists 
an adjoint vector .\(t)eR" , a real vector ueRIt and a measurable function 
~ : (0. Il~R' with ~ T(I)S("(I)) ,, O. where T d.now. the trAMpos • . IE[O. 11. 
satisfying (7) to (II) 
~T = _ AT! .. (r) _ AT! ... (x)" - ~TSAx) 
,\T(l) = F .(x(l)) + "TQ.(x(l)) 
(7) 
(8) 
This relation hold. for problems fulfilling the Slawr rondition (see Girsanov 
1972). The stated problem is assumed to aatisfy this condition. Setting 
.(1) : = ~(t+) - ~(l - ) 
hence 
(9) 
Discontinuities (lI,et) > 0) can only occur at entry- and at exit-JX>ints for RI. 
With the hamiltonian 
H(z(I). u(I). ,\(1]):= ,\T(II!.(z(l))+ ,\T(IJ!,(r(l))u(I)+~T(I)S(r(1]) (IOJ 
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the minimum prin('iple takes the form 
I/ (r(t), u(t) , '\(t)) ~ min H(x(t) , u , '\(t)) (11 ) 
.. fl ' 
Autonomous l:J.v~tem~ with a free end time T may be transformed into a 
problem (I) to ( .. 5) by introducing an additional state variable and a subsequent 
substitution . At last we get 
,i(I) = Tjl(,·(t)) + Tj,(x(t))u(t) , tE[O, I J 
and R!j further condition 
H(x(l), u(I) , '\(1))=-1 
The switching fun ction for the control Ii is 
4>T(/) : = ,\T(t)j,(x(t)) 
(12) 
( 13) 
( 14) 
For each component 4>;T(I) '" 0 the minimum principle yields to the bang-bang 
control 
3. Cascaded productioD-innntory systems 
3.1. State equations 
( 15) 
.\ny cascaded produ{'tion- inventory system, consisting of m subsystems, 
can be represented by the block diagram shown in Fig. I . 
~m(t) sm(t) 
....----
im(t 
........... .P, (t) s, (t) 
....----
i, (t 
The variables associated with the jth subsystem (j = I , . .. , m) have the following 
meanings: Pld(t) is the desired production rate; PI(t) is the actual production 
rate; il(t) is the actual in"entory level ; 8;(t) is the shipping rate. 
If it is assumed that the production process in each subsystem can be 
represented by the first order exponential delay with the time constant Ifal 
(j = I, 2, .... 711), then the gO\'erning equations for the subsystems are 
'I(t) = PI(t) - 81(t) } 
PI(t) = a,(Pld(t) _ PI(t)) j = I , " ', m 
( 16) 
( 17) 
It i. assumed that 
' 1+I(t)=P'd(t), j=l, . . . ,m (18) 
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The aim is 10 find a control policy PJ.(t) which transfers the system (1 ti) 10 
(18) from a given initial equilibrium state 
i~(O), i._,(O), .. ,' i,(O) } 
( 19) 
p~(O) = P.(O) = ,.(0) = .. , = P,.(O) = p,(O) = ',(0) =',. 
to a given final equilibrium state 
i.(T), i._,(T), .. " i,(T) } 
(20) 
p~(T)=p.(T)= • • (T)= .. , =p,.(T)=p,(T)=,,(T)="T 
in minimum time T, subject to the constraints 
'IT-P:['PJ.(t):['''T+P, j= 1, .. " »I , peR' 
Throughout the paper we &&Sume P = I, With 
uJ(t) = PJ.(t) - PJ'( T) 
(21 ) 
CcmJrol of produclion-inventory oyolems 
From (19), (20) and (22) we get the initial conditions 
x'I_'(O) ~ 0 , x,,(O) ~o,o- " T 
3.2. Conlrol polici .. for a oubmode/ 
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(26) 
First let us consider an unbounded subproblem of the cascaded system (23) 
to (26). 
(SP) We seek a control u(/)ER,/E[O, I] with lu(/)I;:; I and T minimal, such 
that the trajectory X(/)ER' is driven from xT(O)~[O, a] to xT(I)~[b, 0] 
according to the equation 
i(/)~T r: ~J x(/)+T r:] u(/), IE[O, I] , ~>O (27) 
The hamiltonian is 
lI(x (/), u(/), A(/)) ~ (A, (I) - ~A.(/»)x,(/) + ~A,(/)u(/) 
The adjoint equation becomes 
h-T[: o ] A. 
-~ 
It follows from (9) that A is continuous and therefore one obtains 
A,(/) ~c 
A,(/) ~d exp (Tal) +c/~ 
with some integration constants c and d. 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
The ease A, '" 0 is excluded, since this would he • contradiction to (13). 
Furthermore '\1 is a monotonous function with at most one zero. The switching 
function is 4>(/) '" ~>.,(/) and therefore the system (27) tUrns out to be bang-bang 
controlled 
u(l) = { I 
-1 
if A,(/) < 0 
if A,(/) > 0 
(32) 
Transforming (27) into integral equations with respect to the initial conditions 
we obtain 
and 
I 
x,(t)=T J x,(T)dT 
o 
I 
(33) 
x,(t)=exp (- TaI)T~ J U(T) exp (T~T) dT+a exp (- Tal) (34) 
o 
From (34) we get with the fine.! conditions of (SP) 
, 
f U(T) exp (TllIT) dr= -aIT~ 
o 
(35) 
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Equations (33) and (34) anu the final conditions yield in accordance with the 
well known theorem of Fubini 
( 
I I cxp (_ Ta) - I 
b=T J exp(-Tol)Ta JU(T)exp(TaT)dTdt-a T 
o 0 a 
I exp (- Ta) - I J exp(-Tol)Tall(T)CXp (TaT)dtdT-a T 
, a 
) 
) 
I eXP(-Ta)-I) 
II(T) dT -exp (- T.) ! II(T) exp (TaT) dT - a Ta 
Together with (35) we now obtain 
I b a J U(T) dT=---
o . 
Because of (32) 11 is a bang-bang control, i.e. there exists a t,E[O, I] with 
{ I , O;;;/~/, 
u(/) = 
- I, 1,<1:>;1 
or 
{ -I o ;S , ~ '. 
u(/) = ' 
I , '. < t ~ 1 
(36) 
(37) 
(37') 
Integrating (33) and (34) with (37) and (37' ) reopectively the following two 
systems of equations tum out 
2 exp (Tol,)-exp (Ta)-I = -a } 
b a 
21-1=---
, T Ta 
2exp (Tat,)-exp(Ta)-1 =a } 
a b 
21 -1=---
• Tee T 
(38) 
(3S') 
From (38) and (38') respectively we take the solution with minimal time T 
as the optimal solution. 
Now let us consider the bounded subproblem. 
(SPB) This consists of the (SP) with the additional state constraint 
8(x(/)) : = x,(/) -.e:ii 0, IE[O, I] (39) 
The time derivative of 8(x(/)) is 
8'(x(t)) = T[O, -a] x(l) + Tau = Tax,(I) + TaU(l) (40) 
Thus P = I i. the order of the constraint and if there exists any boundary 
arc I then 8'(x(1)) = 0 for lEI is valid. This yields to the boundary control: 
(41) 
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Maurer (1977) has shown that the adjoint vector function is continuous at 
entry· and exit-points for constraints of order p = 1. If the constraint is 
active, i.e. the solution of the (SP) violates (39), the switching function vanishes 
on the boundary arc : .p(I) = A,(t) " o. Consequently the equation (7) takes the 
form 
~= 
_ T [0 0] ~ at an interior u.cc 
I - a 
o at a boundary arc 
(42) 
This yields to the monotonous function A as for the (SP) and hence the structure 
of the optimal trajectory is . interior arc '-' boundary arc '-' interior arc', 
Thus the optimal control becomes 
u(l) = 
In (34) we set x(I,) = fi and get 
I , 0:::;1<1, 
-I, 1,:::;1:;01 
a-I In-
fi-I 
tl = Ta. 
Applying (43) to (35) and (36) the following equations hold 
b a 
I, + fi(I, -1,)+ 1,- I = T - Ta 
and 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
exp (Te>l,) - I + fi(exp (Te>l,) -exp (Te>l,» + exp (Te>l,) -exp (Ta) = -a (46) 
It is evident from (44), (45) and (46) that we are able to compute I" I, and T. 
3.3. Control policies lor lhe cascade ay81em 
Let us now proceed to the complete cascade problem. For the sake of 
simplicity the system (23) to (25) is driven from 
to 
xT(O) = [0, a, 0, ... ,0, all 
(47) 
xT(I)_[O, ... ,01 
in minimal time T. 
Analogously to (33) and (34), the trajectory is determined by 
I 
x,(I) = T J x,(r) dr 
o 
I I 
"'ll-1(I)-T f xOl(r)dr-T J "I_,(r) dr, j=2 •...• m 
o 0 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
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From (36) we know for j = I with respect ta (47) 
therefore we ha. ve 
I 
O= x,(I)=T f "',(T)dT+a/a, 
o 
Now we state the new system 
with 
[i,(O)] = [0]. [i,( I)] = [b,] 
x,(O) a x,( 1) ° 
where b.= -a/a, _ 
(51 ) 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
The system (53) resembles (27) and thus it can be solved in the described 
way. Witb Ii solution (u,. T). we obtain 
I 
x,(I)=i,(I)-T f u,(T)dT 
o 
Considering tbe final condition of x, we bave 
I I 
xI(I)=T f x.(T)dT-T f u,(T)dT 
o 0 
Witb (36) tbe second term is 
, 
T f u,(T)dT - b,-a/a, 
o 
Substituting b. we get for b, as final-condition of XI 
b,= -a(l/a, + I/a.) 
Now we can prooeed to tbe recursive definition of (23) to (25). Set 
~=O I 
61+1 :- -0 t l/C%c, j-l, ...• m-l 
'-I 
Introducing subsystems as follow. 
(.9"/). j = 1 •...• m 
(55) 
(56) 
(67) 
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with 
X2i_'(O)~O. X2i_'(I) ~ b,} 
x2i(O)~a. x2i(I) ~ O 
(58) 
the recursive definition is complete and therefore we are able to solve the 
entire system (23) to (25) analytically. 
If the production rates xZi are restricted the following constraint holds for 
each system 
(59) 
These subsystems with bounded production rates are solvable by means 
described in § 2. 
Let (1/. T') in the case of unbounded subsystem. and (I,'. I,'. TI) for 
constrained subsystems be the optimal solution of (9'J). The adjoint equation 
related to the cascade problem i. 
(60) 
and as switching function we have 
(61) 
.Each component "', (1) is composed of a constant and an exponential function 
or zero. respectively. The assumption <p,(/) =0 for all j~l . .. .. m contradicts 
(13). Thus there exists a jE(I . .... mI. such that u,(I) is a bang-bang control 
which governs the subsystem (.9",) . As a consequence the slowest subsystem 
(.9",) determines the time T for the entire cascade. 
More formally: set T: ~ max (T'1j ~ I ..... mI. For all subsystems (.9",) 
with T' ~ T determine the bang-bang control u, as described above (see (37). 
(43». For all unbounded subsystems with T' < T . i.e. which are governed by a 
singular control we introduce a . pseudo-bang-bang control' as follows 
I . O<t<ll 
- . 
-I. I'<t<t' 
• - .. l: (62) 
0, otherwise 
This means that the' faster' subsystems are controlled as fast as possible by a 
bang-bang strategy in the first part of the control. In the second part the 
control is set to zero. Though there are many other possibilities to cboose the 
singular controls it Heems to be a reasonable strategy for a minimum time 
problem. 
Thus for all subsystems with TI < T we seek tbe two switching points 1/ 
and 1/. Therefore we have to solve the following equations 
(63) 
(64) 
/1::.).) 
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l'onrerning restricted tJubsystems we geek the entry-point t,i , tht' exit-point t,l 
and the end-point of the bang-bang control V with O~tIJ<tjj~t/~ 1. \\'ith 
I. 0:;;:1<1, 
P,. tl:it~12 
"1(/) : = (65) 
-I. t.<t~te 
O. otherwise 
the switching points are obtained by soh'ing the following equations (sec (44) 
(45). (46)) 
b, a 
I.'+P,(I,'-I,') +1,'-1.'= T- Ta, (67) 
exp (T"'I.') - I + p,(exp (T",,,,') - exp (TaN)) 
+exp (Ta",')-exp (Tal/) = -a (68) 
An important property of the chosen' pseudo-bang-bang control' is the 
fact that there is a continuous transition between singular and bang-bang 
controls. If the constraints of the singular controlled subsystems are strength-
ened, t/ approaches one. At the point t/ = 1 we have TJ = T and the regarded 
subsystem becomes a bang-bang controlled one. If the constraint is strength-
ened further the subsystem remains bang-bang controlled and all other sub-
systems will be pseudo-bang-bang controlled . 
, ~ 0.3 ", 
r 'I 
0,2 
I , 
I 0, , > 
• u, O!.. X • 0 0 
I " ' 
" 
T' T' T t I S I • 
: 2--0,1 I I 
I I 
I -0,2 
I 
-, - - 0,3 
Figure 2. 
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Remark 
If all production rates are unbounded the last subsystem [/ m is bang·bang 
and the other svste ms are singular controlled. 
3.4 . iYumerical example 
As illustration of the theory presented in § 3.3 we consider a system 
consisting of two subsystems. .. ... or th~ ease of demonstration the parameters 
are assumed as follows : Q: 1 = at = 1, 8 0 = - 0·25, 8 T = 0-0. The time scaJe is let 
unnormed . Figures (2) and (3) show the history of the optimal control and 
state variables for the subsystems 1 and 2, respectively, in the unconstrained 
u, 
1, 0 I 
r 
0, " ~ 
0,5 . 
u, O,2S · , 
, ' 
"3 T , 
". 
0,0 
· 0 25 , , 
- 0, 5 ~ 
- 0,71 
- 1,0 
Figure 3. 
u, 
1,0 
r 
0,75 
0, 5 
u, 0,25 
x3 
0,0 
". 
- 0,25 
- 0, 5 
- 0,75 
- 1, 0 
Figure 4. 
.... x 
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('ase. ThE" minimum time period is T = (,2999. the switC'hing times for the first 
subsystem RTe T",I=O'400K lind T~1=O ·5516 . For thl' sel'ond subsystem th(> 
5Iwitching time is ('al('ulat(>(1 as T/=O·8999. Figure (4) illustrates the con -
strained CRse. Assumin~ for thE' :!IN'onci proclIH'tiull - in\'entoTY ~.\"stem 8 
maximum prodU(·tion nile 13:r = 0·25 which ('annut be cxC'eeded the state ('on -
straint takes the form 8,1'·(1)) =r,II)-0·25;:> O. The trajedories of the first 
subsystem remain exactly th(> same as in the ull('onstraineo rase , ("x('epted the 
minimal time- pt"riori whit-h beromes T= 1'5832 . Thl' variable x.(t) of th(> 
second subsystem lies on th(' bounciafY hetw(>(>n the pntry timE' Tit = O'510R aocl 
the exit time T l = 1·36U 1. 
In this paper time-optimal control policies have been derived for cascaded 
production- invt"ntory systE'ms with control and statE' constraints. It has been 
shown that the problem can be soh-ed analytically due to a recursive definition 
of the cascaded systt"m by means of the minimum prinriple for state con-
strained 8_,-stems. It has hE-en pointed out that at least one subsystem is 
bang-banp: controlled wht"reas the others are singular rontrolled . By intro-
ducing a • pseudo-bang-bang control' tht" transition from bang-bang control 
to singular control and ,-ice '-ersa has been realized particularly for constrained 
problems. 
The theory has been illustrated by the presentation of calculated results 
concerning two production-inventory subsystems in (,Meade for the uncon-
strained and the constrained case. 
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